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A Closer Look at The Greenbrier
S EC T I O N I

One of our most popular tours, this walking tour of the public lobbies describes the 
interior of the hotel… its décor and development. The Greenbrier opened in 1913; 
served as an Army Hospital during WWII; was redecorated by Dorothy Draper in the 
late 1940’s. Today, it continues to be a leading historic hotel in America. Mint Juleps 
crafted from our Lobby bar can be added to the activity while you enjoy the tour! 
Tours will begin and end at The Lobby Bar

If These Walls Could Talk Walking Interior Tour
Time: 1 hour
Fee:  $400 per tour for registered Guests 

$500 per tour for non-registered Guests
Audience: Maximum 40 Guests per tour. Additional tours are available for groups 
which exceed this maximum. Mint Julep is $24 per person.

Enjoy a walking tour leading through the formal gardens, across the North Lawn to 
the Spring House where the famous White Sulphur Spring water is located. Along 
the way, you hear an informative lecture on the history and development of The 
Greenbrier, its cottages and Guest houses of the 19th century. The tour ends at 
the Presidents’ Cottage Museum and the art shops of Alabama Row Art Colony. A 
Strawberry Lemonade Refresher can be added while you enjoy your tour through our 
gardens~ We also offer a seasonal tour of our flowers 

Greenbrier Escapes Walking History Tour
Time: 1 hour
Fee:  $400 per tour for registered Guests 

$500 per tour for non-registered Guests
Audience: Maximum 40 Guests per tour. Additional tours are available for groups 
which exceed this maximum. Strawberry Lemonade Refresher is $20 per person all 
inclusive

This walking tour is a comprehensive look into the 240 years of unique history by 
touring both the interior of the hotel and the historic grounds of the 18th & 19th 
century. Mimosas can be added to this activity as you stroll around the property and 
take in the beautiful landscaping

The Greenbrier Inside Out 
Walking Interior and Exterior Tour (Weather Permitting)
Time:  1 hour 30 minutes
Fee:  $600 per tour for registered Guests 

$750 per tour for non-registered Guests
Audience: Maximum 40 Guests per tour. Additional tours are available for groups 
which exceed this maximum. Add $20 perperson for Mimosa.

Fireworks Display
Close a beautiful evening , corporate event, or special occasion by lighting up the sky, 
Pricing depends on length of show. The Special Events teams need a month lead time 
for this activity.
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Over the years, The Greenbrier has amassed an impressive collection of fine art 
works on display throughout the hotel. This walking tour takes a close look at 
individual works of engravings and paintings. Recently, The Greenbrier embarked on 
an extensive art conservation project and we are proud to present these treasures. 
Champagne can be added for this activity while viewing our impressive collection

The Greenbrier’s Fine Art Collection Walking Interior Tour
Time: 1 hour
Fee:  $400 per tour for registered Guests
Audience: Maximum 25 Guests per tour. Gruet champagne is $20 per person if added, 
all inclusive

Built in 1834 by prosperous merchant, Stephen Henderson of New Orleans, LA, this 
cottage on property represents the Old South’s presence in the 19th century. Each 
room features a unique history to the life of White Sulphur Springs. Mint Juleps can 
be added to this activity as you view the President’s cottage. 

Tour of the Historic President’s Cottage Museum 
Time: 1 hour

Fee:  $400 per tour for registered Guests
Audience:  Maximum of 20 Guests per tour. Mint Julep is $24 per person.

The declassified Bunker at The Greenbrier is a must-see experience that takes you 
behind the scenes and walks you through a fascinating period in the resort’s history. 
Carved deep into the mountainside beneath our West Virginia Wing is an emergency 
Cold War fallout shelter. Once a top secret U.S. government relocation facility for 
Congress, The Bunker is now open to anyone interested in reliving a legendary piece 
of The Greenbrier history. Bunker Tours provide a unique and in-depth look behind 
the hidden doors and let you explore an aspect of The Greenbrier that no other 
resort can claim. Reserve your place in our history today! Telephones and Cameras 
are prohibited 

Tour of The Bunker Walking Interior Tour
Time:  1 hour 30 minutes
Fee:  Before 5:00pm: $850 per private tour + $25 gratuity 

5:00pm - 6:30pm: $1,245 per private tour + $100 gratuity 
6:30pm - 8:00pm: $1,245* per private tour + $150 gratuity

Audience: Maximum 25 guests. Additional Tours are available for guests that exceed 
this maximum. Beverage bars may be added before, during the tour as a midway 
refresher or at the conclusion to chat about your tour over a drink.

This walking tour explores the grand heritage and memorabilia  of golf at The 
Greenbrier created over the past eighty years. It includes tales — illustrated 
by one-of-a-kind photographs from The Greenbrier’s extensive archives — of 
the tournaments and the personalities that have made the story of golf such 
an important part of the history of the game in America. Of course, there is a 
special emphasis on Sam Snead, The Greenbrier’s pro for over forty years, and 
his competition with the likes of Ben Hogan, Gary Player and Jimmy Demaret. The 
presentation includes coverage of the Ryder Cup, PGA Seniors, Solheim Cup, and A 
Military Tribute at The Greenbrier. Tour begins at Slammin’ Sammy’s.

The Heritage of Golf at The Greenbrier: 
Legends & Legacies Walking Tour
Time:  1 hour

Fee:   $400 Audience:
Audience:  No Minimum or Maximum. Start at 11:30am at Slammin’ Sammy’s with a 
Rum and Coke (add $20 per person)
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Childrens Programming
S EC T I O N I I

With a touch of the hand and swirl of the wrists craft an illustrative cookie that your 
friends will admire. Our pastry chefs will guide you as you master the frosting tube 
and dress your cookie with whimsical ornamentation~ Cookie design can match the 
season

Cookie Decorating 
Time: 1 hour

Fee:  $35 per Child
Audience:  15 Minimum, Maximum of 35

Balloon Artist
Time: 4 hours
Fee:  Based on Group Request 

Whether its a favorite animal, a princess crow, a knights sword, or just about 
anything imaginable, our talented balloon artists can keep children — as well as 
children at heart — both mesmerized and entertained. They’ll also leave with unique 
keepsakes of their visit to The Greenbrier. 

The Special Events teams need a month lead time for this activity.

Face Painting
Time: 4 hours
Fee:  Based on Group Request 

From an elaborate tiger face to a simple “tattoo” on the check, our face painters can 
create amazing art on any guest’s face that is long lasting, yet easy to remove. Bring 
your imagination to life with these incredible designs for all ages. 

The Special Events teams need a month lead time for this activity.

Children will enjoy participating in an Art Alive workshop. Please choose one of the 
favorite images to paint. F&B may be added upon request and priced accordingly.

Children’s Art Alive - Painting Workshop
Time:  2 hour minimum
Fee:   $55 per Child
Audience: Minimum of 10 Guests - Ages 6 - 12
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Children can watch movies of all genre in a safe enviroment while you are in your 
corporate meeting or enjoying a social event 

Movies  for Kids 
Fee:  $1,000 for 20 ft screen for viewing pleasure of childhood favorite movies, 

inquire about fee for Indoor Movies 
Audience:  Minimum of 25

Toys that are your childs favorite can be rented and placed in your guest room for 
your little one to enjoy throughout your stay. 

Planes, Trains & Automobiles
Fee: $125 per kits

Children who love to get their hands dirty can do so with a trip to The Greenbrier’s 
greenhouse, where they’ll work with an assortment of plants or seeds. 

Little Diggers
Time:  1 hour

Fee:   $55 per Child

Travel around property and see the sights and enjoy the outdoors. This gives children 
the oppurtunity to stretch their legs and experience new things. Destination depends 
on weather. 

Kids Hike  
Time: 1 hour

Fee:  $95 per Child
Audience:  Minimum of 5

The Greenbrier offers seven varieties of inflatables to choose from.

Inflatables 
Fee:  $500 for one inflatable. Additional inflatables can be added, catering to the needs 

and size of the audience
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Enter the galaxy to learn about stars and planets

The Special Events teams need a month lead time for this activity.

Under the Star Lab Dome
Fee:  Based on Group Request 
Audience:  Minimum of 25

A talented artist will craft a caricature of you and your group. You’ll enjoy watching the 
piece come together and take home a keepsake from your time at The Greenbrier.

Caricature Artist 
Fee:  Based on Group Request 
Audience:  Maximum of 100

Storytime with Milk and Cookies  
Time: 1 hour

Fee:   $20.00 per person

Children of your family or group can relax before heading in for an afternoon nap or 
the evening while relaxing to 3 stories read aloud while enjoying cookies and milk. 
Stories can be selected by our child care team or by the family. 

Princess for a Day 
Packages: 

Cinderella: In guest room a childs table is placed where your child can enjoy tea cookies 
and punch with their toys. $125

Princess Ana: Reserved seating with other children while being served tea cookies, 
pastries, punch, or tea. The Greenbrier Entertainers will sing songs from all our favorite 
Disney Movies. If parents wish to experience this with their child, an additional seat 
needs to be purchased. $85  

Queen Elsa:  Reserved room just for your little princess she can enjoy punch or tea 
along with tea cookies and pastries. She, along with her furry friends, will be serenaded 
by The Greenbrier Entertainers. $325 
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Happy Hour
S EC T I O N I I I

Learn about the sport of croquet or play along with other experts on our beautiful 
courts with views of the mountains and property. Then take in the valley views while 
sipping cocktails for a post-match celebration.

Croquet and Cocktails
Time: 2 hours 

Fee:   $400 for group plus $20 per person;  
$20 per cocktail

Audience: Minimum of 8  /Maximum of 32

Experience the great outdoors with an invigorating hike through The Greenbrier’s 
vast terrain and then reward yourself for all of the calories burned with two specialty 
low-calorie cocktails, designed by our beverage team. Sip them, and then learn to 
make your favorite on your own. This Hike begins at The Golf Club, and you enjoy the 
sipping experience at our Half Way Beverage House on the golf course. 

Hike & Sip
Time: 1 hour 

Fee:    $95 per person for 1 hour hike 
$110 per person for 2 hour hike

Audience: Minimum of 8  /Maximum of 32

Head to The Greenbrier’s world-renowned golf courses and feel the spirit of 
competition with a putting contest, designed by our pros. Then sit around the green 
and enjoy the tastes of different bourbons, presented by our beverage team.

Bourbon and Birdies
Time:  2 hours 

Fee:  $65 per person
Audience: Minimum of 10 / Maximum of 30

Two of our favorite barrels or moonshine come together as guests enjoy 90 minutes 
of skeet or trap shooting (25 rounds) followed by a bourbon or moonshine tasting 
inside The Gun Club on Kate’s Mountain.

Bourbon & Shotgun Barrels
Time:  3 hours 

Fee:  Fees vary depending on selection: $155 for Private Select Bourbon or Moonshine 
per Guest; $175 for Private Select Bourbon and Cigars per Guest

Audience: Minimum of 10 Guests / Maximum of 30 Guests
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Guests will learn the secrets to making great cocktails in this hands-on workshop that 
were chosen by our in-house mixology expert. Take home recipes will be available 
along with the hands on experience!

Mixology Workshop 
Time: 1 hour

Fee:  $55 per person for 2 cocktails

Tarot Card Reading 
Time: 15- Min session

Fee:  $25 per person

Through the expertise of our candy chefs, the Guest will experience the luxury 
of chocolate. While tasting 3 different chocolates, they will engage in making 
Moonshine, Rum, or Bourbon truffles. Each Guest will leave with their own box of 
hand made truffles, recipes, and a few extras for a sweet, memorable experience. 

Sweet Libations
Time:  1 hour and 30 minutes
Fee:  $75 per Guest
Audience: 5 Guests 
Location: The Candy Maker Kitchen

Children can watch movies of all genre in a safe enviroment while you are in your 
corporate meeting or enjoying a social event 

Movies for Everyone 
Fee:  $1,000 for 20ft screen for viewing your favorite or themed movie for corporate 

event or social gatherings, inquire about fee for Indoor Movies 
Audience:  Minimum of 25
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Located in our beautiful lodge that is nestled beside Howard’s Creek, you will  
experience the talents of our Fishing experts as they teach you the “ In’s and Out’s 
of Tying the perfect line before you cast off as well as enjoying the offerings of 
4 differnet types of Beer, Bourbon, Scotch, or Moonshine.  Products will be by 
availability and selected by our beverage team. 

Tie One On
Time:  3 hours
Fee:  Fees vary depending on selection: $240 for Beer Offering, $250 for Scotch 

offering, $255 for Bourbon offering and $250 for Moonshine
Audience: Minimum of 6 Guests / Maximum of 15 Guests

Learn to relax your entire body with a yoga session with our experts, then take 
relaxation one step further with a tasting from a selection of three wines from our 
favorite vineyards

Wine and Yoga
Time:  2 hours
Fee:   $95 per guest
Audience:  Minimum of 10 / Maximum of 30

Held in a fun, comfortable classroom setting. Tasting includes your selected wines 
with mat, water and crackers.
This event can also be paired with food components for an additional fee.
Tastings can also be held in unique historical locations on property upon request, 
depending on the size of your group and time of year.

Wine Tastings
Time:  1 hour to 1 hour and 30 minutes
Fee:   $55 per Person 
Audience:  Max of 75, minimum of 10 

Participants can choose from different brands of spirits and build their own cocktail 
of choice. Choices include bourbon, gin, vodka, rum, tequila or moonshine. 

Spirit Flight and Mixology
Time:  1 hour
Fee:   $55 per Person 
Audience:  Max of 50
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Culinary Classics
S EC T I O N I V 

Join The Greenbrier’s Sommelier Services for this exciting lecture on wine. Learn the 
origin & unique components of 4 wines as they are paired with 4 chocolates created 
by The Greenbrier’s Candy Maker Chefs.

Sweet Escape Experience with Wine and Chocolate 
Time: 1 hour

Fee:  $65 per Guest 
$250 for Sommelier

Audience:  10 Minimum, Maximum of 40

Guests can watch and participate in The Greenbrier’s version of some of television’s 
most popular game shows such as Guess the Price, In It to Win It, Take It or Leave It, 
Greenbrier Food and The Question Is. Participants will have a chance to win prizes, 
including Greenbrier activities, rooms at America’s Resort and gift cards. This activity 
can be paired with any dinner or bar packaging for an additional fee of dinner and 
bar package cost

Games & Gourmet 
Time: 1 hour to 2 hours 
Fee:  Pricing varies based upon the needs of the group 
Audience:  Minimum of 15 Guests

Join a Greenbrier Chef as they share their ideas on how to build a proper charcuterie 
display, that is sure to be the centerpiece of your next social gathering. All while 
tempting your palate with flavorful wines and discussion from our Sommelier. 
Each guest will leave with their own Cutting Board to use on their next charcuterie 
masterpiece!

A Charcuterie Building & Wine Pairing Experience
Fee:   $140 per Guest 

$500.00 (covers the Chef and Sommelier Fees, and Setup)
Audience: 15 Minimum, Maximum of 30
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Hands on at The Greenbrier
S EC T I O N I V 

Your guests will enjoy participating in an Art Alive workshop. Please choose one 
of the favorite images to paint. F&B may be added upon request and priced 
accordingly.

Art Alive - Painting Workshop
Time:  2 hour minimum
Fee:   $65 per Guest
Audience: Minimum of 10 Guests

 A fast paced, high energy, competitive event, This Casino experience takes 
absolutely no knowledge or skill which makes it attractive for groups of all 
demographics.

Casino Slot Tournament 
Fee:   $100 per person
Audience: Maximum of 125 Guests 

Making a stunning faux wreath is easier than you think. Gillespie’s Flowers and 
Productions have gathered the right flowers, supplies and seasonal embellishments 
and we invite you to join us during our Hands On Wreath Workshop as one of our 
designers guides you step by step in creating a beautiful faux seasonal wreath to 
take home and enjoy.

Faux Seasonal Wreath Workshop 
Fee:  $100 per Guest
Audience: Minimum of 6 Guests

The Bespoke Garden Style is currently the hottest trend in floral design. The casual, 
relaxed style focuses on cuttings from the garden and old fashioned, blousy blooms. 
The design, often based upon an armature appeals to the eco-conscious consumer 
looking to avoid the use of floral foam. In this class you will learn to create the trendy, 
Bespoke Garden Style and take home a beautiful bespoke garden styled designs to 
enjoy. We’ve gathered a fabulous collection of fresh branches, garden flowers and 
textural treasures for you to work with

Hands On Floral Design Workshop 
Fee:  $100 per Guest
Audience: Minimum of 6 Guests
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Green Thumbs at The Greenbrier 
S EC T I O N V 

Learn from a professional with tips of the advantages of gardening in containers.
Gain knowledge on what containers to use: from the conventional to the non-
conventional, soils, watering and choosing the best plant combinations.
Participants will create and take away their own container garden.

Thrillers, Fillers and Spillers 
The Art of Container Gardening
Time:  45 minutes to 1 hour
Fee:   $75 per Guest
Audience: maximum of of 15 Guests

Horticulture experts share their knowledge of the interesting specimens of trees and 
plants on, as well as a few stories about, the beautiful grounds of The Greenbrier.

The Greenbrier Trees and Grounds Tour
Time:  1 hour

Fee:   $60 per Guest
Audience: maximum of of 20 Guests

Go on a walking tour with a horticulture expert as they discuss how the flower bed 
process begins and is implemented as well as their continuing care and switch-outs 
by season. Participants will have an opportunity to interact with their guide as well in 
a question-andanswer session. 

The Greenbrier Flowers - How It’s Done
Time:  1 hour

Fee:   $75 per Guest
Audience: maximum of of 20 Guests
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Get Moving at The Greenbrier
S EC T I O N V I

Balance is the key to living well amidst the demands and stress. Enjoy this workshop 
which features 3 components to find balance and stress relief.
Strength —  Manipulate weights, tubes, & balls to work your muscles
Stride —  Walk more effectively with proper body alignment
Stretch —  Combine abdominal workout and yoga stretches 
Participants are requested to dress comfortably and wear walking shoes.

Strength, Stride, and Stretch Stress Relief Workout
Time:  2 hours
Fee:   $45 per Guest
Audience: Minimum of 10 Guests

Combine several of the lawn games for a concurrent sessions event.

Oddball Olympics
Time:  2 hours
Fee:   $20 per Guest
Audience: Minimum of 20 Guests

Tailored to group’s desire in length and difficulty. Most popular 
distance is a 5K level course. This event begins and ends at the 
North Entrance

Group Fun Run
Time: 1 hour
Fee:   $350

Combine a two hour casting & fishing event with an hour of yoga. 
Recommended venue: Howard’s Creek Lodge.

River Relaxation
Time: 3 hours
Fee:    $275 per person. Includes a box lunch at the conclusion
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Tennis Tournament Round Robin with Coordinator
Time:  2 hours
Fee:      $475 - 3 courts for 2 hours   

Additional Courts - $46 per hour

Racket Sports Challenge Tennis & Pickleball
Time:  2 hours
Fee:      $80 per Guest

All American Family Scavenger Hunt
July 1st, 2018

All American Family Scavenger Hunt
July 1st, 2018

In the Zone Cardio and Calm
Time:  2 hours
Fee:      $80 per person
Audience: 2 to 10 Guests

Cardio Tennis Clinic followed by yoga on the terrace

Tennis Bootcamp
Fee:      $80 per person
Audience: 4 to 14 Guests

Tennis strokes / footwork and strength training

Group Croquet
Fee:      $400 for the first hour of play and then $20 per person after
Audience: Minimum of 8 Guests, Maximum of 32 Guests

Scavenger Hunt
Time:  1 hour
Fee:      $500

Explore The Greenbrier’s 11,000 acres while competing with others as you work your 
way through the clues of our scavenger hunt.
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The Adventure Zone Children’s Program
Let our young guests create lasting memories at The Greenbrier with our highly-
trained staff and themed events. Pricing and activities vary based on seasons, times 
and number of children. 
Please inquire for more information.

Group Yoga with Cari Cohen and Greenbrier Fitness
Fee per Group:  $150 — 15 minutes  

$200 — 30 minutes  
$400 — 60 minutes

Audience: Minimum of 6 Guests

Learn how to quickly relieve back, neck, and shoulder tension and feel more relaxed. 
You’ll practice simple stretches, movements, & breath techniques sitting in a chair 
and/or standing.

  Gentle Yoga
A deeply relaxing practice focused on breath, simple movement and stretches. A short 
meditation may also be included. Great for beginners and anyone new to yoga

  Yoga Flow
Energizing Vinyasa Flow class focused on breath, movement, strengthening and 
stretching. This class can be adapted to accommodate various levels or you choose: 
beginner (I), beginner/intermediate (I/II) or intermediate (II).

    One-Hour Class for Gentle Yoga, Yoga Flow, and 
Foundational (Hatha)

Fee:     1 guest - $125 
2 guests - $160 
3 - 6 guests - $225 
7 - 15 guests - $300 
16 or more guests - $400

  Bridal Party Yoga
Time:  1 hour

Nice way to begin the exciting day with one hour of relaxing yoga
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Group Meditation with Cari Cohen
Time:  1 hour
Fee per Group:      $400

  Guided Meditation
You’ll be guided in simple breath techniques and mindfulness-based meditations to 
help you feel peaceful, calm, and present. There can also be a short discussion on how 
to set up a sustainable daily practice.

  Charka Meditation
Chakras are energy centers in the body. When the energy is flowing optimally, you 
feel vibrant, peaceful and clear. This guided meditation can help you understand how 
to promote flow in the chakras as well as relaxation in your body. It can also support 
feelings of stability, empowerment, creativity, love, passion, self-expression, intuition, 
self-healing and connection. This can be experienced sitting or lying down. 

  Personal Journey Meditation and Healing
Is there something you’d like to change, heal or shift? Or something you’re wanting to 
manifest? We’ll start with a short meditation to help you feel calm and centered. You’ll 
then receive spiritual healing based on what it is you’re wanting. The healing is energy-
based, not hands-on and can be done with any number of participants. Sharing is 
optional. This is best experienced with space to lie down.

   Break-out Meditation Sessions  
(For Meetings Only) Fee:

Fee per Group:    $200 - 15 minutes  
$300 - 30 minutes

Cari Cohen is a Spiritual Healer, Massage Therapist and Yoga (500-hr), Meditation, 
JourneyDance™ and Fire Dance Teacher. Since 2001, she has helped thousands with 
transformation. Cari has two degrees from the prestigious University of Pennsylvania 
and has traveled the world to study with master healers and teachers. 

In addition to private classes customized for your group, Cari also offers private 
healing and meditation sessions in The Greenbrier Spa and weekly yoga classes at The 
Greenbrier Resort and The Greenbrier Sporting Club. 


